






















Marine Accident Report 1/98 ‘Pescado

Figure 1 PESCADOalongside on 17 April 1990

Guideday Ltd arranged and paid for the equipment to be provided and fitted. The work was
carried out to Guideday’s instructions.

On 27 April 1990the Registrar General of Shipping and Seamen advised the
of Transport’sMarine Directorate that PESCADO had been accepted as eligible for re-
registration and drew attention to the fact that the Safety Certificate was valid until 30
November 1991but, according to the sale notice, she had no engine.

On the 4 May a Marine Directorate Surveyor visited PESCADO in Docks and
found the main engine had been removed. To achieve this, the and watertight
bulkhead had been opened up. The Surveyor suggested that if PESCADO was detained by
the Department until such time she could be cleared to go to sea, then the vessel could be
registered. This was the last recorded visit to the vessel by a Marine Directorate Surveyor
before the tragic accident.

O n 8 May Guideday Ltd asked the Department of Transport’sMarine Office in Plymouth
for clarification of the status of the FV Certificate. The Registrar General informed
Guideday Ltd that because the vessel had no engine, PESCADO could not be registered. 
This left Guideday Ltd in a position of being unable to obtain a mortgage to finance the
refurbishment.

On 9 May the Marine Directorate wrote to Guideday Ltd notifying them that
UKFV Certificate had been withdrawn. This conformed with the normal practice of the
time. The company was also informed that in removing the engine without informing the
Department an offence had been committed under the FV (Safety Provisions) Act 1970.
The company was asked to give full particulars of any alterations to the Plymouth Marine 















Factual Information 

September 1993
The Devon and Cornwall Constabulary contracted Stolt Comex Seaway Ltd to raise the
wreck of PESCADO. Their vessel SEA HARRIER completed the task on 20 September
1993. The salvaged wreck was placed in a dry dock at the Devonport Royal Dockyard.

Figure 2: Recoveryof PESCADO on 20 September 1993. [Photograph by courtesy of the Chief Constable of the
Devonand Cornwall Constabulary] 

1.5 VESSEL'S DESCRIPTIONAND CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS

1 Descriptionand NavigationalAids
The steel-hulled PESCADO was built in the Netherlands in 1956 and powered by a
Badouin 400 engine driving a single propeller which gave a service speed of
about 9 or 10knots. She operated as a stern and twin beam trawler.

The 1990 refurbishment included the following principal alterations: 

a. The vessel was re-rigged for working as a beam trawler with scallop dredging gear. The
main mast was reinforced and longer derricks and associated equipment were installed.

b. The whaleback was made weathertight by fitting a bulkhead. This enclosed space
would provide residual buoyancy above the weather deck.

c. The Calor gas system was replaced by an electric system.

d. Two extra fuel oil storage tanks were fitted in the engine room.

e. A replacement main engine, gear box and generator were fitted.
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The wreck was found to be lying to port on her port bilge keel, with the bow pointing
north-east.

Two further underwater surveys were carried out in 1993. Salvors used a ROV on the first
survey and divers on the second. All recordings of underwater surveys and salvage
operations were viewed by the Inspectors. The significant data extracted is summarised in
the following paragraphs. 

1.9.2 Watertight Integrity 
The door to the whaleback store was ajar with some rope and electric cable protruding. 

The hatch cover to the net room was closed but not dogged down.

The hatch cover to the fish room had been forced into the hatch and the hatch coaming
was bent in on the aft side.

It was not clear whether the door to the engine room was open or shut.

The stable door to the galley was in the wide open position.

The aft escape hatch from the accommodation was not dogged shut.

The weather deck cover plate to the steering gear was missing.

1.9.3 Life-saving Equipment
An inflatable liferaft in its fibreglass container, was seen on the port aft side on top of the
deckhouse. Although it appeared not to be secured by any means other than its painter
attached to the adjacent rail, it had not floated free. The rails were bowed. The surveys
revealed no sign of a HRU fitted to the liferaft, or a EPIRB.

Figure3: Underwaterphotographshows liferaft against guard rails
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1.9.4 Fishing Winch and Equipment
The status of the winch and its controls was as follows:

port topping drum had a proportion of its wire still wound on, the brake was released
and the clutch out;

the port hauling had a proportion of its wire still wound on, the brake was
released and the clutch out; 

the starboard hauling drum had no wire remaining on it, the brake was released and
the clutch out;

the starboard topping drum had a proportion of its wire still wound on, the brake
on and the clutch out.

The port derrick was in the “raised”position some relative to the main mast. The
starboard derrick was at 90” to the main mast.

Both derrick head back stays were attached to the port and starboard posts abreast the aft
end of the deckhouse.

The port derrick topping wire was very slack, lying loose on the deck, but still led through
the appropriate blocks to the head of the port derrick.

The starboard topping wire was taut and led through the appropriate blocks to the derrick
head.

quick release mechanism on the starboard derrick was intact and had not been
activated. The quick release mechanism on the port derrick had been activated. The port
derrick head block was on the port forward side of the weather deck. (See Figure 4.)

Factual Information
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Figure4: Underwaterphotograph, 6 June 1991showing a loop of the port trawl wire with the derrick head block
at bottomof loop inboard









1.10.6 FireAppliances
One red nine litre portable water extinguisher recovered by divers.

One 10 lbs CO,extinguisher found in engine room.

A small axe was found on board.

1.10.7 Fishing Winch and Gear
Fishing Winch 
There was no wire on the port and starboard towing warp drums. The topping wires were 
taut from the starboard drum to derrick and slack on the port side. The clutches and brake
settings were as observed during the underwater survey, see Section 1.9.4.

The control lever to the hydraulic power drive from the main engine was confirmed in the
engaged position.
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Figure6: View of the fishing winch after vessel’s recovery. [Photograph by courtesy of the Chief Constable of the
Devon and Constabulary]

Derricks
The wreck was recovered with both derricks positioned over the port side (see Figure 6).
The measured length of each derrick was 9.2 metres.

Quick Release Mechanism
The quick release mechanism on the starboard derrick was intact and had not been
activated. The quick release mechanism on the port derrick had been activated. This could
be seen during the underwater survey. The port derrick head block was on the port forward
side of the weather deck. A rope messenger was attached to the port quick release gear; 
none was attached to the starboard gear.

Beams and Dredges 
Both beams and dredges had been recovered and taken to a store in the Naval Base. These
beams were surveyed and identified by the position of the tailing rope fitted. The following
observations were made.

Port Beam and Dredges 
These were damaged. The beam had a curve in its length and some of the dredges had
become detached from the beam but were still connected to the other dredges. Damage had
occurred to the back of the dredges, consistent with being towed on their back. The port
beam trawl weighed 1.81tonne. The overall length of the beam was 8.8 metres. One of the
bridle chains had parted at mid length.

StarboardBeam and Dredges
These were not damaged. The starboard beam trawl weighed 1.89 tonne. The overall
length of the beam was 8.8 metres.

There were about ten spare dredges stored in the fish hold on the starboard side.
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Figure7: Damage in way of starboard bilge keel

The vessel’s structure in the vicinity of the damage was by a number of
professional structural engineers and MAIB Inspectors. An extremely detailed inspection 
was made of the indented parr of the hull which revealed there was no evidence of “steel to
steel” contact which would have occurred had there been a collision with another vessel. It
is therefore concluded that the damage was not caused through contact with another vessel
but by uniform pressure exerted on that part of the hull where it impacted heavily on the
sea bed that comprised a sand upper surface on a solid base.

Had the damage been caused by collision with another vessel, the forward starboard engine
room bulkhead would also have been distorted and taken the line of the indented damage
on either side of the bulkhead. It didn’t and was not therefore “steel to steel” collision
damage.

The condition of the wreckage supports the conclusion that the wooden wheelhouse
Wheelhouse damage

structure was effectively pushed off the vessel by the pressure build-up resulting from the
progressive flooding of house as she sank.

The damage to the deck sheathing, seen on the wreck, occurred as a result of pressure
difference. As the vessel sank, atmospheric pressure was maintained in the closed net
compartment allowing hydrostatic pressure to build-up on this structure. The resultant
weakest part which was the deck, failed, to allow the net space to flood with loss of
buoyancy.

Apart from the fish hold hatch, no other damage from hydrostatic pressure was seen on the
hull. This indicates the rest of the hull flooded shortly after leaving the surface, and is
consistent with the underwater video showing doors in the open position.
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2.6.3 Possible causes of the scuff marks
Scuff marks, consisting of black parallel lines on the aft starboard side of the hull were clearly
seen on the underwater video, but were only just visible on the wreck when recovered.

There is a possibility that own starboard trawl wire caused these scuff marks.
Had she snagged her port gear there have been a period when control of the vessel
would have been very difficult until the winch was manned. During this period, the tarred
and greased starboard trawl may well have made contact with the hull to leave black lines 
marked on the hull.

Another explanation arises from the incident on the 10March 1991 when TREVAS’s
gear became snagged. The disposition of TREVAS’s fastened fishing gear, relative to the
wreck, led the Inspector to surmise that the black lines could have been caused by the
TREVAS’s combi or wire warps making contact with the hull.

It cannot be envisaged how the black lines might have resulted from a collision or contact 
incident with another vessel. This matter is considered in greater detail in later sections.

2.6.4 Life-SavingAppliances

a) Inflatable liferafts 

It was reported that prior to the sea trials in November and December 1990, the Shore
Manager, Mr put two six person liferafts on board which were two years
outside their service date.

One was seen on the top of house during the ROV inspections and
was later identified by the manufacturer (RFD) as probably being a 10-manmodel.
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Analysis

The damage seen in Figures 9 and 10 are extensive and resulted in the tragic loss of both
vessels and their crew. WILHELMINA J was fishing in thick fog when she was in collision
with a 8,714 GT vessel. LARISSA was not fishing but crossing a Traffic Separation Scheme 
in moderate visibility when she collided with a 11,356GT vessel fitted with a bulbous bow.

The photographs show extensive damage to both these fishing vessels. A feature applicable 
to both is that the point of impact caused the bilge keel to deflect downwards. There is no
resemblance to the minor damage seen on PESCADO.

The speculation suggesting that PESCADO with her relatively minor damage was lost
following a collision with an unknown vessel, is not supported.

CommercialVessel with a Bulbous Bow 
The minor damage to a fishing vessel, seen- in Figure 11,is reported to have been the result
of a collision with a coastal tanker fitted with a bulbous bow. This relatively minor damage,
comparable in severity with that seen on PESCADO, shows a single plain indentation
which did not hole the hull. The bilge keel is bent downwards and split from the hull. This
damage is typical of that caused by passing collision.

The most obvious difference between this damage and that seen on PESCADO is that on
this vessel the bilge keel was bent downwards whilst on PESCADO it was bent upwards.
No details on the geometry of this damage were available to compare with the “flattened”
bilge plating seen on PESCADO.

The MAIB tested the hypothesis that the distortion to the bilge keel observed on
PESCADO, was the result of a collision with the bulbous bow of a merchant ship. It was
found that such an impact would be most likely to force the bilge keel downwards, as is
indeed shown in Figure 11,and not upwards as on PESCADO, see figures 7 and 12 .

Figure 11: Photograph shows minor collisiondamage with bulbous bow vessel (Note bilge keel is deflected 
downwards and split away from the hull) [Photograph courtesy of HodgeJones and Allen, Solicitors]
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The damage observed on the hull of PESCADO is shown in Figures 7 and 12. Whilst it 
appears similar (only a comparison of photographs of the respective damage has been made) 
to that observed after a collision between a fishing vessel and the bulbous bow of a small
tanker (reported above), it differs in one significant respect - the bilge keel is deflected up
and not down. However, this comparison supports the conclusion reached by the MAIB as
the result of some basic calculations for PESCADO; in a collision where the initial impact
is transmitted through a bulbous bow the bilge keel will almost certainly be deflected 
downwards. Thus it is concluded that the damage observed on PESCADO was unlikely to
have been caused by an impact with a bulbous bow.

Figure 12: Local damage to starboard side as seen in dry dock [Photograph by courtesy of the Chief
Constable of the Devon and Constabulary]

2.7.3 A Collision whilst PESCADOwas on passageto Fishing Grounds or Trawling 
When the bodies of the Skipper and the Mate were recovered, they were wearing warm
clothing and oilskins. Oilskins are normally worn when on deck as protective clothing.
When the wreck was recovered only one oilskin was found on board. The fishing derricks,
beam positions, the quick-release gear in the activated position and winch control settings,
all support the theory that PESCADO was involved in fishing operations.

Had PESCADO been in a collision whilst she would have sunk well in front
of the dredges being towed, and not, as found, alongside them.

It is concluded that PESCADO was not involved in an incident whilst on passage to fishing
grounds, or while trawling. The evidence indicates she was stopped, or nearly stopped, at
the time of her loss.
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Annex A 

It was found that there was a marked difference between the results of the two inclining 

tests. Consequently, there was a considerable variation in the estimated stability for the 

vessel, depending upon which set of results was used to derive the lightship condition. This 

is clearly illustrated in Figure 25, which shows the righting lever (GZ) curves for the Depart 

Port condition. It can be seen that the maximum righting lever determined using the 

“1990” inclining test is some 80% greater than those determined using the “post salvage, 

1993” inclining test; while the metacentric heights (GM) differ by about 26%. There was 

an  equally remarkable difference in the lightship weight estimates: the “1990” lightship 

weight estimate was 101.2 tonne whilst that derived froin the “1993” inclining test was 

122.2 tonne, a difference of over 20%. 

I 

A.2.2 Investigating the Weight Difference 
Because of the apparent conflict in the available data, neither could immediately be used as 

the basis from which to assess the stability of PESCADO without further investigation. It 

was decided to begin by trying to  identify why there was such a large difference in the 

lightship weights. To this end the MAIB carried out a lightship survey of the ~ s e l  in Ju ly  
1997. 

The  results of this survey were not particularly helpful in resolving the difference between 

the existing data, and in fact raised even more questions. A lightship weight of 113.5 tonne 

was estimated as a result of the survey, this was 8.7 tonne lighter than that derived from the 

“1991” data. It was not immediately apparent why this relatively large weight loss had 

occurred since all enquiries indicatecl that no  items of lightship weight had been removed 

from the vessel since the inclining experiment in 1993. 
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